Decoration effects of the special kind
Individuality in the design and an uncomplicated use make our decoration elements unique
and an amusing appearance with remaining impression is guaranteed
THE POSSIBILITIES
2WS Bubble Water Column:
Free-standing Water Columns with fizzy water pumps
for evenly spread bubbles
RGB 10 Watt LED Light controlled by dip switch or DMX
Height 2150mm, column diameter 200mm
Eloxal base covering, natural silver
Characteristic:
- Heavy base (steel-plate), very steady
- Tube transportable separated from base (easy and
save transportation)
- Bottom filling and draining!!
Power supply: 220V 50Hz 2A at the base

2WF Water Fountain within a column:
Freestanding water fountain column with 9 implemented
fountains
DMX controlled fountain height and integrated RGB 10
Watt LED lighting.
Available with a height of 2.2 m and a diameter of 0.2m

2BW Bubble Wall:
Bubble Wall panel as decorating element
Once filled with water and switched on, an even and
slow flow of bubbles inside the panel is created and can
be highlighted varicolored.
The Bubble Wall is available in different dimensions.

3R Falling Fountain Circle:
Impressive, free-standing waterfall circle with 2,5m
height and 0,8m diameter
40 fountains falling top down to the middle
Basin made of black aluminum with splash protection
mesh
Lighting: halogen RGB

3K Fountain Circle DMX controlled:
Fountain Circle with 2,5m diameter and 24 individually
DMX height controllable fountains
With RGB LED lighting
The basin made of stainless steel is designed for fast
installation and therefor split into two half shells.
By the special arrangement of the nozzles and the use
of our integrated splash protection mesh allow quiet
and splash water free running.
Integration into furniture or exhibits is possible.

3K Fountain Circle DMX small:
with 1,2m Diameter and 24 individually DMX
height controllable fountains
With RGB LED lighting
black water bassin with splash protection
DMX Showplayer
ideal as ambient effect!

2HGI Cube Waterbox
The stele became a square monolith
Spectacular product presentation inside the monolith
With a 0.95 x 0.95 m base and 2.7 m height
Integrated LED-RGB-lighting
Without covering for an individual installation
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